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Adventure Apes' wilderness adventure camps in the Finnish 
countryside are designed group-by-group to meet your 
needs. 
 
Meet Finnish students and families, test your survival skills, 
try Finland's favorite sports, build an igloo or learn alongside 
theme experts. You name it; we'll make it an adventure of a 
lifetime.



EDUCATION through an immersive, learn-by-doing approach 

Maximize the potential of 
every student.

www.adventureapes.fi
 

Finland’s approach to education is world-renowned, we learn through:

Detailed safety plans and risk assessments are 
prepared and shared in advance. Guides have 
safety and first aid training appropriate for 
each activity.

Everyone pitches in at the Adventure Apes 
lodge, groups take on shared camp chores to 
learn about teamwork.

Safety first

Serving others

Reflective tasks
Keep a journal to record notes, keep thoughts 
and complete creative tasks; a great learning 
tool and memory of their time at the camp.

Language optionsOne guide 24/7

Inclusive learning

Programmes are designed to be inclusive for 
all regardless of learning or physical 
disabilities.

Connecting learning to the physical world 
promotes self-directed learning while allowing 
individuals to learn at their own pace.

Learning by doing

You will have a single point of contact 
available around-the-clock.

Tours are in English or Finnish; translation 
services can be arranged on request.

Experience. Learn. Grow.

Learning outside of the traditional classroom 
promotes exploration and discovery and 
sparks a curiosity about the natural world. 

Nature as a classroom



ACCOMMODATIONS in a renovated village school

Adventure Apes Lodge
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Our lodge in the countryside of Kuusamo, at the 
border of Lapland, is the home base for educational 
adventures. The site was home to the local village 
school for more than 100 years and continues to be a 
vibrant part of the local community.

Homemade food. 
Local ingredients.

Accommodations 
for up to 24

With an on-site kitchen and dining, the 
menu can be customized for your group. 
Whenever possible, we source ingredients 
from local farmers and producers and use 
our own family recipes.

Experience. Learn. Grow.

Indoor sports hall
Modern sports hall for indoor sports such as volleyball, 
basketball, floorball, badminton, yoga, relaxation and 
stretching.

Traditional wood-heated sauna
Changing area and ten-person sauna (boys/girls will 
visit the sauna separately).

Teaching space
The dining room converts to a teaching space with 
WiFi, built-in projector and 4m screen perfect for 
movies, seminars and presentations.

Linens and towels included
Free WiFi
Outdoor sports equipment and games
Indoor board games, crafts and movies
On-site laundry (at additional cost)

Communal living

    1            Ensuite     
    2           Shared                                     
    3           Shared      
    4           Ensuite                                                    
    5           Ensuite     
    6           Ensuite     

Room       Bath         Beds

Nature retreat
Traditional Lappish teepee for campfires, storytelling 
and outdoor cooking; nature, swimming, hiking and 
recreation areas surround the lodge.

Fully renovated dorm-style rooms with bunk beds.



PROGRAMS tailor-made for your group

Educational Adventure Camp
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We believe learning should be an adventure. Our camps are based on a choose-your-own-adventure 
model. 

Choose a theme

Experience. Learn. Grow.

Winter in the wilderness
Try Finland's favorite winter sports, 
experience life during the polar night and 
learn Arctic survival skills. 

Summer in the wilderness

Culture exchange Environmental sustainability

Experience the midnight sun, explore nearby 
forests and lakes, forage for berries and 
mushrooms and learn orienteering skills.

Learn about traditional and modern Finnish 
culture by spending time with local students 
and families, experiencing day-to-day life and 
speaking basic Finnish.

Explore sustainable ways of living, learn how 
global warming is impacting the Finnish 
Arctic and study local flora and fauna.

9:00 10:00 13:00 14:00 17:00 20:00

Breakfast Morning 
adventure 

Lunch Afternoon 
adventure

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Evening activity

Morning 
adventures

Afternoon 
adventures

Evening
activities

1

2 We'll propose a schedule of activities

3 Mix and match activities 

Camps typically use a block scheduling system with two daytime adventures and an evening 
activity; meals and timing can be adjusted to the group. Here's an example:

Along with your proposed schedule, we will provide alternative adventures and activities based 
on the theme you've selected as well as the group size, age, interests and the season. Here are 
some examples:

Cross-country ski school 
and nature tour
Fire making and outdoor 
cooking lesson
Intro to Finnish lake 
ecosystems and ice 
fishing lesson
Orienteering with a map 
and compass

Igloo building
Visit and cultural 
exchange at the local 
school
Woodcarving lesson
Introduction to Arctic 
flora and fauna
Snowman building and 
decorating with light

Creating traditional 
handicrafts from natural 
materials
Team challenge problem 
solving and quiz
Storytelling
Reflection: What have we 
learned?
Movie night



PROGRAMS tailor-made for your group

Schedule of Activities
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With our choose-your-own-adventure model, we'll propose a sample schedule like the one below. 
You can mix and match activities based on your group.*

Theme: Winter in the wilderness

Experience. Learn. Grow.

9:00 10:00 13:00 14:00 17:00 20:00

Breakfast

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Team building 
games in the 
sports hall

(Sample)

Day 1

Day 2 Snowshoeing Lunch Igloo building 
part 1

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Board game 
night

BreakfastDay 3 Cross-country 
ski school and 
nature tour

Lunch Introduction 
to Arctic flora 
and fauna

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Papermaking 
handicrafts + 
learning 
reflection

BreakfastDay 4 Intro to 
Finnish lake 
ecosystems, 
ice fishing 
lesson and 
kicksled tour

Lunch Igloo building 
part 2

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Movie night

BreakfastDay 5 Monkey 
Olympics: 
outdoor team 
building

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Igloo 
housewarming 
party 

BreakfastDay 6 Farewell 
party baking 
and team 
presentations

Snack, sauna 
& dinner

Farewell partyIce & snow 
sculptures 
and sledding

Lunch

BreakfastDay 6

Fire making and outdoor 
cooking lesson including 
lunch in the teepee

Morning 
Adventure

Afternoon 
Adventure

Evening 
Activity

Flight Helsinki-Kuusamo, transfer to AA Lodge, Lunch, 
welcome and introduction to Finland, adventure briefing, 
gear check, orientation walk

* Activities are based on availability and weather conditions. Last-minute 
modifications to activities are possible in the event of weather or safety issues. 
If this happens, we will work to offer a comparable activity.

Cleaning, packing and 
transfer to airport for 
Kuusamo - Helsinki flight


